
MANIFOLD PROPERTIES OF PLANAR POLYGON SPACES

DONALD M. DAVIS

Abstract. We prove that the tangent bundle of a generic space of
planar n-gons with specified side lengths, identified under isometry,
plus a trivial line bundle is isomorphic to pn � 2q times a canon-
ical line bundle. We then discuss consequences for orientability,
cobordism class, immersions, and parallelizability.

1. Main results

Let ` � p`1, . . . , `nq be an n-tuple of positive real numbers, and letMp`q (resp.Mp`q)

denote the space of n-gons in the plane with successive side lengths `1, . . . , `n, iden-

tified under oriented isometry (resp. isometry). These spaces have been studied by

many authors. See, for example, [2], [3], [4], [6], [7], [9], [10], [12], or [13]. If there is

no subset S � t1, . . . , nu such that
¸
iPS

`i �
¸
iRS

`i, then ` is called generic, and Mp`q

and Mp`q are pn� 3q-manifolds. We restrict our attention to generic length vectors.

There is a canonical double cover p : Mp`q ÑMp`q which identifies a polygon with

its reflection across a side. Associated to p is a canonical line bundle ξ over Mp`q.

Let τpMp`qq and τpMp`qq denote tangent bundles of these spaces. Our first theorem

is

Theorem 1.1. There is a vector bundle isomorphism τpMp`qq ` ε � pn� 2qξ, where

ε is a trivial line bundle.

We were initially led to Theorem 1.1 by an investigation into the Stiefel-Whitney

classes of τpMp`qq. These, of course, follow immediately from that theorem, but the

discoveries came in the opposite order. We will give our original proof of the following

corollary in Section 4.
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Corollary 1.2. Let R � w1pξq P H
1pMp`q;Z2q. The total Stiefel-Whitney class of

τpMp`qq satisfies

wpτpMp`qqq � p1�Rqn�2.

We deduce consequences of these results for orientability, cobordism class, immer-

sions in Euclidean space, and parallelizability.

Our first corollary determines orientability of Mp`q.

Corollary 1.3. Mp`q is orientable iff n is even or Mp`q is diffeomorphic to pS1qn�3.

Proof. Since w1 is the obstruction to orientability, it is immediate from Corollary

1.2 that Mp`q is orientable iff n is even or R � 0. But R � 0 iff the double cover

Mp`q Ñ Mp`q is trivial, and this is true iff Mp`q is disconnected. It is noted in [7,

Rmk 2.8] that Mp`q is disconnected iff Mp`q is diffeomorphic to an pn� 3q-torus.

Here is another corollary of Theorem 1.2.

Corollary 1.4. If Rn�3 � 0, then Mp`q is null cobordant. All n-gon spaces Mp`q

which have Rn�3 � 0 are cobordant to RP n�3.

Proof. Let m � n � 3. The cobordism class of an m-manifold is determined by

which m-dimensional Stiefel-Whitney monomials are nonzero. By Corollary 1.2, all

m-dimensional Stiefel-Whitney monomials in H�pMp`q;Z2q equal Rm, so if Rm � 0,

they are all 0. If Rm � 0, then wa1
i1
� � �wak

ik
with distinct ij’s and positive aj’s is

nonzero iff all
�
m�1
ij

�
are odd, which is also true for RPm.

Our third corollary involves immersions in Euclidean space.

Corollary 1.5. If 2e � 3 ¤ n ¤ 2e�1 and R2e�1�2�n � 0 P H�pMp`q;Z2q, then Mp`q

cannot be immersed in R2e�1�2.

Proof. If such an immersion exists, then the dual Stiefel-Whitney class w2e�1�2�n � 0,

since Mp`q is an pn� 3q-manifold. By Corollary 1.2, this equals
�

�pn�2q
2e�1�2�n

�
R2e�1�2�n.

Since R2e�1�2�n is assumed to be nonzero and
�

�pn�2q
2e�1�2�n

�
�
�
2e�1�1
n�3

�
� 0 P Z2, we

obtain a contradiction to the assumed immersion.
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Note that if n � 2e�3, this nonimmersion would be optimal, since the 2e-manifold

Mp`q certainly immerses in R2e�1�1.

Perhaps our most interesting result regards the parallelizability of Mp`q. The proof

of this appears in Section 2.

Theorem 1.6. Let ` � p`1, . . . , `nq be a generic length vector.

a. If n is odd, then Mp`q is parallelizable iff it is diffeomorphic to

the pn� 3q-torus T n�3.

b. If n � 6 or 10, Mp`q is parallelizable.

c. Let n � 0 pmod 4q with n ¥ 8. Then Mp`q is parallelizable if

it is diffeomorphic to T n�3 or the n-dimensional Klein bottle of

[5]. If ` � p0n�5, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2q, then the parallelizability of Mp`q

is not known. Otherwise, Mp`q is not parallelizable.

For n ¤ 13, Theorem 1.6 determines the parallelizability of all spaces Mp`q except

two, one with n � 8 and one with n � 12. The 0-lengths in Theorem 1.6(c) are small

sides such that if there are k 0’s (denoted 0k), the length of each is less than 1{k.

We also remark here briefly about the classification of the spaces Mp`q ([10]). These

spaces are classified completely, up to diffeomorphism, by their genetic code, which is

a set of subsets, called genes, of rns :� t1, . . . , nu. We will define these in Section 2.

The genetic codes are listed for n ¤ 6 in [10] and for n ¤ 9 in [11]. For 6 ¤ n ¤ 9, the

number of diffeomorphism classes of nonempty n-gon spaces Mp`q is given in Table

1.

Table 1. Number of nonempty n-gon spaces Mp`q

n 6 7 8 9
20 134 2469 175427

In Section 3, we discuss how to tell, in terms of the genetic code of Mp`q, whether

certain powers of R are nonzero. In particular, we determine for each of the 134

7-gon spaces their cobordism class and whether Corollary 1.5 can be used to obtain

an optimal nonimmersion of these 4-manifolds in R6.
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2. Proofs

In this section, we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.6.

En route to proving Theorem 1.1, we will also note the following result, which was

pointed out to us by Jean-Claude Hausmann. We thank him for his help on various

matters.

Theorem 2.1. The vector bundle τpMp`qq ` ε is isomorphic to a trivial bundle.

Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 1.1. The manifold Mp`q can be defined as F�1p`nq, where

F : pS1qn�1 Ñ C is defined by

F pz1, . . . , zn�1q �
n�1̧

j�1

`jzj.

See, e.g., [6, (1.2)]. Since ` is generic, `n is a regular value of F , i.e., F�1p`nq��Xt�1un�1,

(see e.g., [8, Thm 3.1]), and, moreover, there is an ε-neighborhood U of `n such that

F�1pUq��Xt�1un�1. The set W � F�1pUq is an open subset of pS1qn�1 � t�1un�1

and is acted on freely by the involution φ defined, using complex conjugation, by

φpz1, . . . , zn�1q � pz1, . . . , zn�1q. The manifold W is parallelizable with vector fields

v1, . . . , vn�1 defined by

vjpz1, . . . , zn�1q � p0, . . . , 0, izj, 0, . . . , 0q.

Let ι : Mp`q Ñ W denote the inclusion map. Note that the tubular neighborhood

W can be considered to be the normal bundle ν of Mp`q, which is trivial by the

construction of Mp`q and W using F . The trivial bundle ι�pτpW qq is isomorphic to

τpMp`qq ` ν. We obtain

pn� 1qε � τpMp`qq ` 2ε.

This implies Theorem 2.1 by Lemma 2.3.

Let W be the quotient of W by the free involution φ, and note that Mp`q is the

quotient of Mp`q by φ. The double cover p defined above is the restriction to Mp`q of

the double cover W Ñ W . Let ξW denote the associated line bundle. Then pn�1qξW

can be given by W � Rn�1{pw, xtjyq � pφpwq, x�tjyq, and there is a vector bundle

isomorphism τpW q � pn� 1qξW defined by

pw,
¸

tjvjpwqq Ø pw, xtjyq.
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This is well-defined since φ� : τpW q Ñ τpW q satisfies φ�pvjpwqq � �vjpφpwqq.

The normal bundle ν of Mp`q is isomorphic to Mp`q�R�R{px, s, tq � pφpxq, s,�tq,

which is isomorphic to ε` ξ. We obtain

pn� 1qξ � ι�pτpW qq � τpMp`qq ` ν � τpMp`qq ` ε` ξ. (2.2)

There exists a vector bundle θ over Mp`q such that ξ ` θ is isomorphic to a triv-

ial bundle. Adding θ to both sides of (2.2), we obtain that τpMp`qq ` ε is stably

isomorphic to pn� 2qξ. Theorem 1.1 now follows from Lemma 2.3.

The following lemma, which is certainly well-known to experts, was used above.

Lemma 2.3. Let θ and η be stably isomorphic pm � 1q-plane bundles over an m-

dimensional CW-complex X. Assume also that if m � 1 is even, then w1pθq � 0 �

w1pηq. Then θ and η are isomorphic.

Proof. Let BSOpm � 1q (resp. BSO) be BSOpm � 1q (resp. BSO) if m � 1 is even,

and BOpm � 1q (resp. BO) if m � 1 is odd, and let G � Z if m � 1 is even, and Z2

if m� 1 is odd. Let f and g be the maps X Ñ BSOpm� 1q classifying θ and η, and

i : BSOpm � 1q Ñ BSO the usual inclusion. The hypothesis is that i � f � i � g. As

a fibration, i is orientable in the stable range. (e.g., [15, Cor 5.2(iii)]) Thus i has a

Moore-Postnikov tower which, through dimension m� 1, is a fiber sequence

KpG,m� 1q Ñ BSOpm� 1q Ñ BSO Ñ KpG,m� 2q.

There is an action map µ : KpG,m�1q�BSOpm�1q Ñ BSOpm�1q, and g � µpc�fq

for some c : X Ñ KpG,m � 1q. Since X is m-dimensional, c is trivial, and hence

g � f .

Proof of Theorem 1.6. Part (a) is immediate from the proof of Corollary 1.3, which

notes that if n is odd and not diffeomorphic to T n�3, then w1pτpMp`qqq � 0, so

Mp`q is not parallelizable. Part (b) when n � 6 follows from Corollary 1.3 and the

well-known result ([17]) that every compact orientable 3-manifold is parallelizable.

Now we prove part (b) when n � 10. In this case Mp`q and Mp`q are 7-manifolds,

and so the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence gives a commutative diagram of short

exact sequences
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0 ÝÝÝÑ H4pMp`q;Zq q
ÝÝÝÑ �KOpMp`qq ÝÝÝÑ F2pMp`qq ÝÝÝÑ 0���p�1

���p�2

���p�3

0 ÝÝÝÑ H4pMp`q;Zq q
ÝÝÝÑ �KOpMp`qq ÝÝÝÑ F2pMp`qq ÝÝÝÑ 0,

in which F2p q is an extension of H1p ;Z2q and H2p ;Z2q, and hence is a group of

order 2 or 4.

Since p : Mp`q Ñ Mp`q is a double cover, 2 kerpp�1q � 0. The pullback p�pξq is a

trivial bundle, and hence p�2prξsq � 0. [[This pullback bundle is

tpx, x, tq, px, φpxq, tq PMp`q �Mp`q � Ru{px, x, tq � px, φpxq,�tq,

which maps to Mp`q � R by sending px, x, tq and px, φpxq,�tq to prxs, tq.]]

There exists α P H4pMp`qq such that qpαq � r4ξs. Since p�2pr4ξsq � 0, the diagram

implies that α P kerpp�1q, and hence 2α � 0. Thus r8ξs � 0, and hence τpMp`qq is

stably trivial by Theorem 1.1. Thus Mp`q is stably parallelizable, and hence is paral-

lelizable by [1], which shows that a stably parallelizable 7-manifold is parallelizable.

Part (c) follows from Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 2.4 together with the observation

that (a) if Mp`q has genetic code tn, n � 3, . . . , 1u, then Mp`q is diffeomorphic to

T n�3, which is parallelizable, (b) if Mp`q has genetic code tn, n� 4, . . . , 1u, then it is

diffeomorphic to the pn � 3q-dimensional Klein bottle of [5], which was shown there

to be parallelizable if and only if n � 3 is odd, and (c) if ` � p0n�5, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2q, then

the genetic code of Mp`q is tn, n� 2, n� 5, . . . , 1u.

Theorem 2.4. If n ¥ 5, then R2 � 0 in H�pMp`q;Z2q iff the genetic code of Mp`q

is tn, n� 3, . . . , 1u, tn, n� 4, . . . , 1u, or tn, n� 2, n� 5, . . . , 1u.

In order to prove Theorem 2.4, we recall, in Proposition 2.5, our interpretation ([4,

Thm 2.1]) of Hausmann-Knudson’s determination ([9]) of the algebra H�pMp`q;Z2q.

All sets in a genetic code contain the integer n, and so we say that a gee is a gene

with the n omitted, and a geetic code is the genetic code without listing n in each of

the sets. There is a partial order on the set of genes or gees by S � ts1, . . . , sku ¤ T

if T contains a subset tt1, . . . , tku with si ¤ ti for all i. A subgee is any set of positive

integers which is ¤ some gee, and gees are the maximal subgees.
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Proposition 2.5. H�pM ;Z2q is generated by 1-dimensional classes R and V1, . . . , Vn�1

with only relations as below, where VS :�
¹
iPS

Vi,

 VS is zero unless S is a subgee;

 V 2
i � RVi;

 If S is a subgee with |S| ¥ n� 2� d, then¸
T�XS

Rd�|T |VT � 0.

We denote the third relation here by RS.

For the rest of this section, we are dealing with n-gon spaces.

Definition 2.6. For G � rn� 1s, let rG � rn� 1s �G and G � rG�maxti : i P rGu.
Lemma 2.7. If G1 and G2 are subsets of rn� 1s (possibly equal) with G2 ¥ G1, then

G1 and G2 cannot both be subgees of the same genetic code.

Proof. This is the only place that we need to know the relationship between genes

and length vectors. A subset S of rns is defined to be short if
¸
iPS

`i  
¸
iRS

`i. Then a

set T � rn� 1s is a subgee iff T Ytnu is short. If G1 is a subgee, then rG1 is not short

(called long). Therefore tnu YG1 is long, and hence so is tnu YG2. Thus G2 is not a

subgee.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. We introduce some notational shortcuts: k, , 1 for k, . . . , 1 and

k, , î, , 1 for k, . . . , i�1, i�1, . . . , 1. Basically a double comma means , . . . ,; i.e., include

all intermediate numbers. Also, all cohomology groups have coefficients in Z2.

By Proposition 2.5, the relations in H2pMp`qq are associated to subgees of size

¥ n � 4. In the next paragraph, we will show that the only possible subgees of size

¥ n � 4 are (a) tn � 3, , 1u; (b) tn � 4, , 1u; (c) tn � 3, , î, , 1u with t1 ¤ i   n � 3u;

(d) tn� 2, n� 5, , 1u; and (e) tn� 1, n� 5, , 1u.

We show that G ¥ G in all other cases, and so G is not a subgee by Lemma 2.7. If

G � rn�1s�tiu, then G � H, so G ¥ G. If G � rn�1s�ti, ju, i ¡ j, then G � tju,

and so G ¥ G unless pi, jq � pn� 1, n� 2q. If G � rn� 1s � ti, j, ku, i ¡ j ¡ k, then

G � tj, ku, and so G ¥ G unless pi, jq � pn� 1, n� 2q or pj, kq � pn� 3, n� 4q.
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The group H2pMp`qq is spanned by R2 and all ViVj, where 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ k0, where

k0 is the largest integer contained in any of the gees of `. If the geetic code of ` does

not have any gees of length ¥ n� 4, then there are no relations among these classes,

and so R2 � 0. We now consider geetic codes having a gee of type (a) through (e)

above, plus perhaps other gees.

Case (a): If G � tn � 3, , 1u appears alone in the geetic code, then H2pMp`qq

is spanned by R2 and ViVj, 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ n � 3. Since none of these sets ti, ju

is disjoint from G, the relation RG is exactly R2 � 0. This G (as G1) cannot be

accompanied in a geetic code by Lemma 2.7, because an accompanying G2 cannot

satisfy G2 ¥ G � tn � 2u, but any such G2 is ¤ G1, and hence cannot appear

separately in the geetic code, since geetic codes only include maximal subgees.

The remaining cases deal with the situation when the largest gee has size n � 4.

Note that the possible subgees of size n� 4 are totally ordered by ¥, and so the set

of subgees of size n� 4 will be exactly those which are ¤ the single gee of size n� 4.

Case (b): If G � tn � 4, , 1u appears alone in the geetic code, then the relation

R2 � 0 is obtained from RG as in Case (a). This G can be accompanied in the geetic

code by gees G1 containing an integer i ¡ n�4, but such G1 must have length   n�4,

else it would be ¡ G, contradicting maximality of G. Thus G1 does not add a new

relation, but now RG says 0 � R2 � V 2
i (plus possibly other V 2

j ). Hence R2 � 0.

Case (c): If G � tn � 3, , î, , 1u appears alone in the geetic code, it will have

relations Rn�3,,ĵ,,1 for all j ¤ i, which is R2 � V 2
j � 0, since there are no 2-subsets of

rn� 3s disjoint from G. Clearly, no combination of these relations can yield R2 � 0.

This G can be accompanied in the geetic code, but, as noted above, not by G1 of size

¥ n � 4. Thus there are no additional relations. The accompanying G1’s may add

additional basis elements to H2pMp`qq, such as V 2
n�2, but these will not affect the

impossibility, already noted, of obtaining R2 � 0 as a consequence of the relations.

Case (d): If G � tn � 2, n � 5, , 1u appears alone in the geetic code, it will

have relations RG, Rn�3,n�5,,1, and Rn�4,,1. Then H2pMp`qq is spanned by classes

R2, V 2
1 , . . . , V

2
n�2, and ViVj with i ¡ j and j ¤ n � 5. No ViVj appears in any

of the relations. The three relations are R2 � V 2
n�3 � V 2

n�4, R
2 � V 2

n�2 � V 2
n�4, and

R2 � V 2
n�2 � V 2

n�3. Adding yields R2 � 0. This G can be accompanied in the geetic

code, but an accompanying G1 cannot be ¥ G � tn � 3, n � 4u by the lemma, and
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so its second largest element must by ¤ n � 5. It must contain n � 1, else it would

be   G. Then the three relations all contain the term V 2
n�1, and so their sum is no

longer just R2.

Case (e): If G � tn � 1, n � 5, , 1u appears alone in the geetic code, there

are four relations, each of the form R2 � T , where T is the sum of any three of

tV 2
n�1, V

2
n�2, V

2
n�3, V

2
n�4u. No combination of these can equal R2. Any G1 which would

accompany G in the geetic code cannot be ¥ G � tn� 3, n� 4u, so its second largest

element must be ¤ n � 5, and so it is ¤ G. Thus this G cannot be accompanied in

the geetic code.

3. Specific results for 7-gon spaces

The genetic codes of the 134 7-gon spaces Mp`q are listed in [11]. These are

connected 4-manifolds, and we can use Maple to determine for each whether R4 � 0

(which is, by Corollary 1.4, equivalent to it being cobordant to RP 4) and whether

R3 � 0 (which is equivalent to having Corollary 1.5 imply that it does not immerse

in R6). We first state the results, and then describe the algorithm.

Proposition 3.1. Of the 134 7-gon spaces, 72 are cobordant to H, and 62 are cobor-

dant to RP 4.

Proposition 3.2. Of the 134 7-gon spaces, 122 have R3 � 0 and hence cannot be

immersed in R6. The ones with R3 � 0 are those with geetic codes

21, 41, 61, 65, 321, 421, 521, 621, 4321, t321, 51u, t421, 61u, t431, 51u.

Here we concatenate, and omit t�u from monogenic codes; e.g., 421 means t4, 2, 1u.

By Proposition 2.5, a presentation matrix for Hn�3pMp`q;Z2q has columns (genera-

tors) for all subgees S (including H, which corresponds to Rn�3) and rows (relations)

for all subgees T except H. An entry is 1 iff S and T are disjoint, else 0. We know

that dimpHn�3pMp`q;Z2qq � 1, and so, if this presentation matrix is pr�1q-by-r, then

its rank is r � 1. Then R � 0 iff a row-reduced form of the matrix has a row with

its only 1 being in the R-column, and this is true iff, when the R-column is omitted,

the matrix has rank r� 2. So we just form the matrix without the R-column and ask

Maple whether its rank (over Z2) is less than its number of columns.
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Similarly, Hn�4pMp`q;Z2q has the same columns, but now rows for all subgees of

size ¥ 2, filled in according to the same prescription. We know that

dimpHn�4pMp`q;Z2qq � dimpH1pMp`q;Z2qq,

and this equals the number of subgees of size ¤ 1, and so Rn�4 � 0 iff, when the

R-column is removed, the rank of the resulting matrix is one less than its number of

rows.

In [2], we determined a formula for Rn�3 in a monogenic genetic code, for arbitrary

n. As noted in Corollary 1.4, the mod-2 value of Rn�3 determines whether Mp`q is

cobordant to H or to RP n�3.

Proposition 3.3. If the genetic code of Mp`q is tn, g1, . . . , gku, let ai � gi� gi�1 ¡ 0

pak � gkq. Then

Rn�3 �
¸
B

k¹
i�1

�
ai�bi�2

bi

�
P Z2,

where B � pb1, . . . , bkq ranges over all k-tuples of nonnegative integers satisfying

b1 � � � � � b` ¤ ` for 1 ¤ ` ¤ k with equality if ` � k.

One can tell from the genetic code whether or not Mp`q has a nonzero vector field.

Proposition 3.4. Let di denote the number of subgees of size i. Then an n-gon space

Mp`q has a nonzero vector field iff n is even or
¸
i¥0

p�1qidi � 0.

Proof. We use the well-known result of Hopf that a connected manifold has a nonzero

vector field iff its Euler characteristic is 0. If n is even, the result follows since the

Euler characteristic of an odd-dimensional manifold is 0. That the alternating sum of

di’s gives the Euler characteristic of Mp`q appears as a remark at the end of Section 4

of [9]. We prove it by noting that (e.g., [6, Thm 1.7] or [3, Thm 2.3]) the Betti numbers

of the double cover Mp`q are given by counting subgees and their dual classes. Thus,

if dimpMp`qq is even, χpMp`qq � 2
°
p�1qidi, and χpMp`qq � 1

2
χpMp`qq.
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We list the geetic codes of the 30 cases with n � 7 that have Euler characteristic

0. This is obtained from [11].

1, 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 321, 421, 521, 621, 431, 4321, t321, 41u, t321, 51u, t321, 61u

t421, 51u, t421, 61u, t431, 51u, t431, 61u, t521, 61u, t32, 4u, t42, 6u, t32, 41, 5u, t32, 51, 6u

t321, 42, 5u, t321, 43, 6u, t421, 43, 5u, t421, 52, 6u, t321, 42, 51, 6u, t421, 43, 51, 6u

For example, t421, 51u has d0 � 1, d1 � 5, d2 � 6 (21, 31, 41, 51, 32, 42), and d3 � 2

(321, 421).

4. Original proof of Corollary 1.2

As noted in the introduction, we obtained Corollary 1.2 prior to Theorem 1.1. In

this section, we give that original proof. Throughout this section, we let m � n�3 �

dimpMp`qq We use the following well-known relationship between the Stiefel-Whitney

classes of the tangent bundle and the Wu classes. (e.g., [14])

Proposition 4.1. Let M be an m-manifold. The Wu class vi P H
ipM ;Z2q is defined

to be the unique class which satisfies vi Y x � Sqipxq for all x P Hm�ipM ;Z2q. Then

the total Stiefel-Whitney class, wpτpMqq, of the tangent bundle of M equals Sqpvq,

where Sq is the total Steenrod square and v �
°rm{2s

i�0 vi is the total Wu class.

The following key lemma gives a surprisingly simple formula for the Wu classes of

Mp`q.

Lemma 4.2. vi �
�
m�i
i

�
Ri.

Proof. For this result, all we need to know about H�pMp`q;Z2q is that it is generated

as an algebra by 1-dimensional classes R, V1, . . . , Vn�1 with relations V 2
a � RVa.([9])

There are additional relations, but we don’t need them here. In general, for a product

of 1-dimensional classes xj,

Sqipx1 � � � xkq � x1 � � � xk �
¸
|S|�i

¹
jPS

xj,

where S ranges over all i-subsets of t1, . . . , ku. Using the relations V 2
a � RVa,

Hm�ipMp`q;Z2q is spanned by classes Rm�i�jVa1 � � �Vaj , and

SqipRm�i�jVa1 � � �Vajq �
�
m�i
i

�
Rm�jVa1 � � �Vaj .
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These classes may be zero, depending on the other, more complicated relations, but

still it is the case that Sqi acts as multiplication by
�
m�i
i

�
Ri.

Now we can prove Theorem 1.2, using a combinatorial result proved below.

Proof of Corollary 1.2. The first part of (4.3) follows from Proposition 4.1 and Lemma

4.2, while the next-to-last � is Corollary 4.9.

wpτpMp`qqq �
¸
j¥0

Sqj
¸
i¥0

�
m�i
i

�
Ri �

¸
k¤m

Rk
¸
i

�
m�i
i

��
i

k�i

�
�
¸
k¤m

�
m�1
k

�
Rk � p1�Rqm�1,

(4.3)

since Rm�1 � 0.

In the remainder of this section, we prove the mod-2 combinatorial result, Corollary

4.9, which was used in the above proof. This result and the integral combinatorial

results, Lemma 4.4, Corollary 4.7, and Theorem 4.8, which we use to derive it, are

probably known, but we could not find them. Nor could we find a proof simpler than

the rather elaborate proof that we present here. We use the usual convention that�
m
k

�
� mpm� 1q � � � pm� k � 1q{k! for any integer m and nonnegative integer k.

Lemma 4.4. If m is an integer, and k a nonnegative integer, then
ķ

i�0

�
m�i
i

��
i�m�k
k�i

�
�

k�2̧

i�0

�
m�i
i

��
i�m�k�2
k�2�i

�
.

Proof. We use the Maple program Zeil, as described in [16, ch.6].1 It discovers that

if fpk, iq �
�
m�i
i

��
i�m�k
k�i

�
and

Gpk, iq �
�
m�i
i

��
i�m�k
k�i

�
p2k�m�3qp�m�i�1qip2i�mq

pk�1�iqpk�2�iq

for i ¤ k, then

pk � 2qpk �m� 1qpfpk, iq � fpk � 2, iqq � Gpk, i� 1q �Gpk, iq (4.5)

for i ¤ k � 1. (We verified this directly in many cases, but for a complete proof, we

rely on the software.) Applying
°k�1

i�0 to (4.5), we obtain

pk � 2qpk �m� 1qp∆� Sq � Gpk, kq �Gpk, 0q,

1It is called ct in [16], but runs as Zeil in our implementation.
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where ∆ is the difference (LHS minus RHS) of the two sums in our lemma, and

S �
�
m�k
k

�
p1�

�
2k�m�2

2

�
q �
�
m�k�1
k�1

��
2k�m�3

1

�
�
�
m�k�2
k�2

�
.

We note that Gpk, 0q � 0. We will show

�pk � 2qpk �m� 1qS � Gpk, kq, (4.6)

which implies that ∆ � 0, except perhaps if k �m � 1 � 0. If k �m � 1 � 0, then

both sides of the lemma are easily seen to equal 1 if k is odd, and 0 if k is even.

To prove (4.6), we factor out
�
m�k
k

�
, and then (4.6) becomes

pk � 2qpm� k � 1q
�
1�

�
2k�m�2

2

�
� pm�2k�1qpm�2kqpm�2k�3q

pm�kqpk�1q

� pm�2kqpm�2k�1qpm�2k�2qpm�2k�3q
pk�2qpk�1qpm�kqpm�k�1q

�
� p2k �m� 3qp�m� k � 1qkp2k �mq{2,

which was verified symbolically by Maple.

Corollary 4.7. If m is an integer and k a nonnegative integer, then
ķ

i�0

�
m�i
i

��
i�m�k
k�i

�
�

#
1 k even

0 k odd.

Proof. We easily verify when k � 0 and 1, and then apply Lemma 4.4.

Theorem 4.8. If d ¥ k �m, then

ķ

i�0

�
m�i
i

��
i�d
k�i

�
�

rk{2ş

j�0

�
m�d�1�2j

k�2j

�
.

Proof. The proof is by induction on m � d � k, and when this is fixed, induction on

k. The theorem is valid when m� d� k � 0 by Corollary 4.7 since¸�
k�1�2j
k�2j

�
�

#
1 k even

0 k odd.

It is also valid when k � 0, since both equal 1. Assume the result for smaller values.

Then using Pascal’s formula at the beginning and end, and the induction hypothesis
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in the middle, we have¸�
m�i
i

��
i�d
k�i

�
�
¸�

m�i
i

���
i�d�1
k�i

�
�
�
i�d�1
k�1�i

�

�
¸��

m�d�2�2j
k�2j

�
�
�
m�d�2�2j
k�1�2j

�

�
¸�

m�d�1�2j
k�2j

�
.

Corollary 4.9. If m ¥ k, then
ķ

i�0

�
m�i
i

��
i

k�i

�
�
�
m�1
k

�
pmod 2q.

Proof. By Theorem 4.8, the LHS equals
¸
j

�
m�1�2j
k�2j

�
. This equals 1 if k � 0 and is

� m � 1 p2q if k � m. Both
¸
j

�
m�1�2j
k�2j

�
and the RHS satisfy Pascal’s formula, and

they agree when k � 0 or m. Hence they are equal.
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